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Wendelstein 7-X is a novel kind of optimized stellarator in which the concept of quasiisodinamicity is used to reduce drift orbit losses caused by collisions and the threedimensional magnetic field inhomogeneity, thus addressing the traditional low confinement
of stellarators at low collisionalities. This device, which began operation in 2016 [1], has
conducted its third experimental campaign (OP1.2b) between the months of August and
October of 2018. The diagnostic layout of Wendelstein 7-X includes several reflectometer
systems [2]. The routinary use of boronization to condition the wall during the OP1.2b
campaign allowed substantially higher densities to be achieved in H plasmas than in
preceding campaigns [3]. Thanks to this, density profiles compatible with operation for the
V-band DR were typically achieved, thus allowing for the evaluation of rotation and
fluctuation amplitude under a wide number of magnetic configurations and operational
scenarios. In this work we report a systematic characterization of the measurements of
radial electric field, Er, carried out to describe the influence of density and heating power
under the four most frequent magnetic configurations. In order to discuss the observations,
these profiles are then compared to the corresponding neoclassical (NC) calculation of Er
carried out with the DKES-KNOSOS code [4] for a number of relevant cases.
The systematic study consisted in the analysis of the measurements carried out with one of
the monostatic frequency hopping Doppler reflectometers (DR) installed at the elliptical
toroidal section. This system uses frequencies in the V-band with O-mode polarization and
probes the plasma from an equatorial antenna with a fixed injection angle [5]. In this work,
ExB bluk plasma flows are always considered dominant with respect to turbulence phase
velocity (vE = |ExB|/B2 >> vph), thereby allowing the direct calculation of Er from the local
value of the magnetic field and the turbulence rotation measurements provided by the DR
[6]. This hypothesis is generally confirmed in the cases under study by the good agreement
with NC calculations. In the study, a number of representative radial profiles were obtained
from DR measurements carried out in discharges with different magnetic configurations.
These discharges were selected with the aim of covering the widest possible range of
density and power values for each configuration. The resulting parameter space is displayed
in Figure 1. As can be seen, the data obtained in the standard configuration (EIM, the most
frequent during OP1.2b) covers most of the operational space in the campaign [7]. Instead,
for the high mirror (KJM), high iota (FSM) and low iota (DAM) configurations, only partial
coverage of such space results from the limited availability of data.
As a first step, a density scan is carried out by selecting a number of data points covering the
whole range of density values with a roughly constant heating power for EIM, KJM and FSM
configurations. These are indicated by colored boxes in Figure 1. Unfortunately, not enough
data were available to run this scan for the same PECRH values in all three configurations. In
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Figure 2, the Er profiles
corresponding to a selection of
these points are displayed in
order to show their dependency
on density. As can be seen, the
most striking feature of the
profiles is the sudden reversal of
Er sign taking place near the
separatrix when the ion root Er for
typical
W7-X
found
operational conditions in the
edge of the confined regiontransits
to
the
electron
transport-dominated
positive
electric field at open field lines,
Figure 1: Parameter space. Blue/yellow/red/green
determined at the end of the
dots represent data samples in EIM/KJM/FSM/DAM
field lines by the Te gradient at
configurations for different values of line integrated
the wall. Since Te decreases
density, ne,line, and ECRH heating power, PECRH.
when moving away from the
strike point, this typically results in positive electric fields in the SOL. Plots in Figure 2 are
consistent with this picture, as the Er < 0 observed in the core changes into Er > 0 when
approaching the separatrix. The precise radial position seems to depend on the magnetic
configuration: in KJM and FSM, the position remains constant for all density values at ρ ~
0.9. Instead, density seems to influence the position of the sign reversal in EIM: starting from
a similar ρ ~ 0.9, the position increases with density until ρ ~ 1 is reached for a line density
value of ne,line ~ 1020 m-3. For higher density values, the sign reversal position seems to move
back towards the core. The reason for this is unclear, and more detailed studies are under
way in order to confirm and explain this phenomenon. Another feature of the profiles in
Figure 2 is common to all configurations: the Er value in the SOL decreases with density in all
cases. This is consistent with the presented interpretation, as Te at the target is expected to
drop when density is increased with fixed heating power, thereby reducing ∇Te at the wall in
the direction perpendicular to the strike line. As a result, the Er shear is similarly decreased
(as the ion root Er is not similarly affected by density). This may have implications on
turbulent transport as the suppression of turbulence associated to the presence of strong
velocity shear layers has been related in the literature to the formation of transport barriers
[8]. A detailed analysis of the effect of Er shear variation on turbulence amplitude is currently
under way.
Next, a number of discharges with similar values of density and heating power are selected
to analyze the differences in the Er profile associated to magnetic configuration. To this end,
as shown by the black dashed box in Figure 1, a parametric region is defined in which several
samples of each configuration can be found within a reasonable narrow range of ne,line and
PECRH values. For each configuration, all radial profiles of are averaged to obtain a
“characteristic Er profile”. These are displayed together in Figure 3, where they share the
same general characteristics of the profiles already shown in Figure 1 for the equivalent
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densities. Interestingly, the edge Er
value in the confined region seems
to depend on the magnetic
configuration and, in particular, in
the value of ι. Indeed, with the only
exception of the structure observed
in the FSM configuration around ρ =
0.7 in which Er increases to values
close to -5 kV/m, the module of the
radial electric field increases with the
rotational transform value: |Er,DAM|<
|Er,FSM|.
These
|Er,EIM|<
measurements are compared to
simulations carried out using NC
codes DKES and KNOSOS. For this, a
database of DKES monoenergetic
coefficients is convoluted with a
Maxwellian distribution. At low
collisionalities, DKES coefficients are
replaced with KNOSOS calculations,
in order to take properly into
account the tangential magnetic
drift. It must be taken into account
that the experimental Er values
correspond to the local value at the
DR measurement position (roughly
at the outer midplane of the elliptical
section). Since the electrostatic
Figure 2: Density scan of the radial electric field
potential, ϕ, is approximately
profile. Top/middle/bottom display EIM/KJM/FSM
constant in the flux surface, the local
configuration discharges.
radial electric field depends on the
poloidal and toroidal position due to the flux expansion/compression. Therefore, in order to
compare to the dϕ/dr calculated by NC codes using the magnetic coordinate r = aρ, the Er
value measured by the DR must be normalized:
||ErDR ||= - ||∇ϕ|| = - dϕ/dr||∇r||
In the bottom plots of Figure 3, the normalized experimental profiles of Er are represented
for the limited radial range in which both the input profiles for NC simulations (ρ < 0.9) and
DR measurements (ρ > 0.5) are considered reliable. As can be seen, flux expansion
normalization partially reduces differences between high ι and standard configurations: the
strong negative Er values in FSM are partly due to local flux compression at cut-off position.
Regarding the comparison between experiment and simulation, a good general agreement is
found
in
all
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Figure 3. Top: Average radial profile of Er for several magnetic configurations,
indicated by color. Bottom: DKES-KNOSOS simulations (thick dashed lines) are
compared to normalized Er/∇r profiles in the radial domain highlighted by the black
square in the top figure for different configurations.

Figure 4: Comparison of PECRH dependence of Er in the
edge for KJM and EIM configurations. Dots represent
DR measurements. Solid lines represent DKES-KNOSOS
simulations.

four configurations, with the
exception of the aforementioned
structure in the FSM, which is
not reproduced by the code and
will require further analysis.
From this starting point, a
parametric dependence study of
the Er is carried out in this
experiment-code overlap zone
by analyzing further discharges
with different values of ne,line and
PECRH. The most prominent result
is that Er in this region depends
on PECRH in the standard
configuration, but not in the KJM
(with inconclusive results in the
other two). As can be seen in
Figure 4, Er profiles in both
configurations are similar for
PECRH ~ 2 MW (note that flux
expansion does not play a role in
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this, since the profiles are normalized). However, as PECRH is increased, |Er| increases in the
standard configuration, while stays essentially constant in the high mirror. This feature is
also recovered by NC simulations, which reproduce rather accurately the power dependency
in EIM, and the lack thereof in KJM. This indicates that either EIM features steeper gradients
as power is enhanced (which could be caused by reduced turbulent transport), or both
configurations feature similar profiles as power increases, but there is some NC effect
yielding different Er values in each of them. The interpretation of this result will require a
deeper analysis of the involved discharges, including the local evolution of density and Ti
profiles, which will be addressed in future work.
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